
RCC	Community	Education	

   																									ANIMATION	LAYOUT	and	PERSPECTIVE	

SYLLABUS	
CLASS 1: Introductions.  Overview and discussion of class itinerary.  Begin instruction & demos of 
basic perspective on geometric shapes. Perspective Assignment 1:  2-Point shot of a cube, plus a 
cylinder with an ellipse.  Due at next class. 
 
CLASS 2: Presentation and critique of student work. More Instructor discussion and demos of 
perspective, including geometric shapes Intro to SIMPLIFIED human and 4-legged characters, and 
how to apply visual perspective to fit in to environments.  Assignment: a page or two of objects you 
have available.  Show horizon line used to demo the perspective. Due next class. 
 
CLASS 3: Instructor show production and SCAD storyboard examples (including); emphasis on 
screen composition.  Begin instruction on anatomy of realistic human and 4-legged animal. Instructor 
animate a box-shape turning in space, drawn freehand as example of the assignment. Assignment: 
Draw a series of boxes, freehand, showing a box tumbling through space, as if it were animating so 
that each drawing is a progression from the last. Due next class. 
 
CLASS 4. Presentation of student work and critique.  Individual consultations. Instructor demo of any 
anatomy points not yet covered in previous class. Instructor demo of a composite shot on 2-levels 
(BG & Characters.) Instructor demo a layout package. Assignment: Show a “boxed” view of a simple 
mannequin figure in 3 dimensions. Due next class. 
 
 CLASS 5:  Presentation and critique of student work. Individual consultations.  View “Studio Tour” 
segments from “The Emperor’s New Groove”. Instructor Lecture and demos of 3-point Perspective, 
high angle “bird’s eye” and low point “worm’s eye” views. Assignment: Establishing shot; 2 point 
perspective, eye level, minimum 1 mannequin character. Due next class. 
 
CLASS 6:  Presentation and critique of student work. Instructor demo on long shot with structures; 2-
point perspective, including atmospheric perspective.  
Assignment: choice of Low-Angle up-shot or high-angle down-shot, 2 characters, 3-point perspective.  
Due at next class. 
 
CLASS 7: Presentation and critique of student work. Instructor Lecture and demo on approaches to 
historical and fantasy subjects, including detail measurements.  Assignment: Long Shot, 2-point 
perspective and with structures, (human figures are optional). Due next class. 
 
CLASS 8: Presentation and critique of student work. Instructor lecture and demo on outdoor shots. 
Assignment: Outdoor shot, no man-made structures; showing atmospheric perspective.  Two 
characters minimum. Due at next class. 
 
CLASS 9:  Presentation and critique of student work.  Assignment: three close-up shots; ‘One’ shot, 
Two-shot, and OTS Two-shot. Due at next class. ALSO, bring in any work you feel was a successful 
effort.  We’ll be getting pictures for archiving. 
 
CLASS10: Final Presentations!  Class critique and shots for archive.  


